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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide on granneman.com 
» at files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/CSS-

BEM.txt



BEM: Block, Element, Modifier 

Method of naming CSS classes to make their meaning 
more obvious



.block {}

.block__element {}

.block--modifier {}

.block: highest level of an abstraction or component 

.block__element: descendent of .block that helps 
form .block as a whole 

.block--modifier: different state or version of .block



You can also combine elements with modifiers, & vice-
versa 

.block__element--modifier {}

.block--modifier__element {}



✏ SIDE NOTE

Why double hyphens & underscores? 

So you can still use single hyphens (or underscores) in 
your block name 

.site-search {} /* Block */

.site-search__field {} /* Element */

.site-search--full {} /* Modifier */



Typical class names are not as clear & communicative 
as they could be 

.person {}

.hand {} /* Clock? Cards? Human? */

.female {} /* Female what? */

.female-hand {}

.left-hand {} /* Whose? */



.block {}

.block__element {}

.block--modifier {}

.person {}

.person__hand {}

.person--female {}

.person--female__hand {}

.person__hand--left {}



You do not need to BEM-ify everything 

.caps { text-transform: uppercase; }

/* Happens to be in header, but doesn’t have 

to be */

.site-logo {}

It it styled that way because it’s in the .block (use 
BEM), or does it just happen to be in the .block (do 
not use BEM)?
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Changelog 

2016-04-16 1.0: Created presentation



Licensing of this work 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 

To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

You are free to: 

» Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 
» Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially 

Under the following terms: 

Attribution. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so 
in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Give credit to: 

Scott Granneman • www.granneman.com • scott@granneman.com 

Share Alike. If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under the same 
license as the original. 

No additional restrictions. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing 
anything the license permits. 

Questions? Email scott@granneman.com


